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 kb download pdf// // Generated by class-dump 3.5 (64 bit) (Debug version compiled Oct 15 2018 10:31:50). // // class-dump is Copyright (C) 1997-1998, 2000-2001, 2004-2015 by Steve Nygard. #import @interface INDocumentRejectResponse : INIntentResponse { } - (id)initWithDictionary:(id)arg1 context:(id)arg2; - (id)_dictionaryRepresentation; - (id)initWithCode:(long long)arg1; -
(id)initWithCode:(long long)arg1 userActivity:(id)arg2; - (id)initWithCode:(long long)arg1 userActivity:(id)arg2 handler:(CDUnknownBlockType)arg3; @end Q: GIT - cherry-pick only a single commit I have two branches in git (let's call them A and B). A has some commits B has some commits I want to cherry-pick from A to B the commit with commit id A0 I know I can do: git cherry-pick A0 but

I don't want to create a new commit. A: You can use --no-commit to cherry-pick only one commit. If you have only one commit (as in the question) then you can do: git cherry-pick A0 --no-commit For more information see the official git help cherry-pick. I don't know how many others have stumbled over this question. There is a way to just make a cherry-pick without having to check-in that
commit, i.e. without having to commit it and having to pick a commit which is already on a branch. git cherry-pick --no-commit I would generally advice to avoid "cherry picking" commits anyway. You could either just switch to the branch you want to merge from and merge the commit, or you could cherry-pick the commit and only commit it to your remote-tracking branches when you are ready to

merge that branch. A trick is also to use a branch-name 82157476af
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